We consider the problem of cutting a set of edges on a polyhedral manifold surface, possibly with boundary, to obtain a single topological disk, minimizing either the total number of cut edges or their total length. We show that this problem is NP-hard, even for manifolds without boundary and for punctured spheres. We also describe an algorithm with running time n O(g+k) , where n is the combinatorial complexity, g is the genus, and k is the number of boundary components of the input surface. Finally, we describe a greedy algorithm that outputs a O(log 2 g)-approximation of the minimum cut graph in O(g 2 n log n) time.
INTRODUCTION
Several applications of three-dimensional surfaces require information about underlying topological structure in addition to geometry. In some cases, we wish to simplify the Applications when this is important include surface parameterization [14, 29] and texture mapping [2, 28] . In the texture mapping problem, one wish to find a continuous mapping from the texture, usually a two-dimensional rectangular image, to the surface. Unfortunately, if the surface is not a topological disk, no such map exists. In such a case, the only feasible solution is to cut the surface so that it becomes a topological disk. (Haker et al. [18] present an algorithm for directly texture mapping models with the topology of a sphere, where the texture is also embedded on a sphere.) Of course, when cutting the surface, one would like to find the best possible cut under various considerations. For example, one might want to cut the surface so that the resulting surface can be textured mapped with minimum distortion [14, 29] . To our knowledge, all current approaches for this cutting problem either rely on heuristics with no quality guarantees or require the user to perform this cutting beforehand [14, 28] .
The problem of just cutting a surface into a topological disk is not trivial by itself. Lazarus et al. [25] presented and implemented two algorithms for computing a canonical polygonal schema of an orientable surface of complexity n and with genus g, in time O(gn), simplifying an earlier algorithm of Vegter and Yap [34] . Computing such a schema requires finding 2g cycles, all passing through a common basepoint in M, such that cutting along those cycles breaks M into a topological disk. Since these cycles must share a common point, it is easy to find examples where the overall size of those cycles is Ω(gn). Furthermore, those cycles share several edges and are visually unsatisfying.
For most applications, computing a canonical schema is overkill. It is usually sufficient to find a collection of edges whose removal transforms the surface into a topological disk. We call such a set of edges a cut graph; see Figure 1 for an example. Cut graphs have several advantages. First, they are compact. Trivially, any cut graph contains at most n edges of the surface mesh, much less than any canonical schema in the worst case, although we expect it to be much smaller in practice. Second, it is quite easy to construct a cut graph for an arbitrary polyhedral surface in O(n) time, using a breadth-first search of the dual graph [9] , or simply taking a maximal set of edges whose complement is connected [25] . Finally, the cut graph has an extremely simple structure: a tree with O(g) additional edges. As such, it should be easier to manipulate algorithmically than other representations. For example, Dey and Schipper [9] describe fast algorithms to determine whether a curve is contractible, or two curves are homotopic, using an arbitrary cut graph instead of a canonical schema.
In this paper, we investigate the question of how find the "best" such cutting of a surface, restricting ourselves to cuts along the edges of the given mesh. Specifically, we want to find the smallest subset of edges of a polyhedral manifold surface M, possibly with boundary, such that cutting along those edges transforms M into a topological disk. We also consider the weighted version of this problem, where each edge has an arbitrary non-negative weight and we want to minimize the total weight of the cut graph. The most natural weight of an edge is its Euclidean length, but we could also assign weights to take problem-specific considerations into account. For example, if we want to compute a texture mapping for a specific viewpoint, we could make visible edges more expensive, so that the minimum cut graph would minimize the number of visible edges used in the cuts. Our algorithms do not require the edge weights to satisfy the triangle inequality.
We show that the minimum cut graph of any polyhedral manifold M with genus g and k boundary components can be computed in n O(g+k) time. We also show that the problem is NP-hard in general, even if g or k is fixed. Finally, we present a simple and efficient greedy approximation algorithm for this problem. Our algorithm outputs a cut graph whose weight is a factor O(log 2 g) larger than optimal, in O(g 2 n log n) time. 1 If g = 0, the approximation factor is exactly 2. We plan to implement this algorithm and present experimental results in the near future.
1 To simplify notation, we define log x = max{1, log 2 x }.
BACKGROUND
Before presenting our new results, we review several useful notions from topology and describe related results in more detail. We refer the interested reader to Hatcher [21] , Munkres [27] , or Stillwell [30] for further topological background and more formal definitions. For related computational results, see the recent surveys by Dey, Edelsbrunner, and Guha [7] and Vegter [33] .
A 2-manifold with boundary is a set M such that every point x ∈ M lies in a neighborhood homeomorphic to either the plane IR 2 or a closed halfplane. The points with only halfplane neighborhoods constitute the boundary of M; the boundary consists of zero or more disjoint circles. This paper will consider only compact manifolds, where every infinite sequence of points has a convergent subsequence.
The genus of a 2-manifold M is the maximum number of disjoint non-separating cycles γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ g in M; that is, γ i ∩ γ j = for all i and j, and M \ (γ 1 ∪ · · · ∪ γ g ) is connected. For example, a sphere and a disc have genus 0, a torus and a Möbius strip have genus 1, and a Klein bottle has genus 2.
A manifold is orientable if it has two distinct sides, and non-orientable if it has only one side. Although many geometric applications use only orientable 2-manifolds (primarily because non-orientable manifolds without boundary cannot be embedded in IR 3 without self-intersections) our results will apply to non-orientable manifolds as well. Every (compact, connected) 2-manifold with boundary is characterized by its orientability, its genus g, and the number k of boundary components [15] .
A polyhedral 2-manifold is constructed by gluing closed simple polygons edge-to-edge into a cell complex : the intersection of any two polygons is either empty, a vertex of both, or an edge of both. We refer to the component polygons has facets. (Since the facets are closed, every polyhedral manifold is compact.) For any polyhedral manifold M, the number of vertices and facets, minus the number of edges, is the Euler characteristic χ of M. Euler's formula [13] implies that χ is an invariant of the underlying manifold, independent of any particular polyhedral representation; χ = 2 − 2g − k if the manifold is orientable, and χ = 2 − g − k if the manifold is non-orientable. Euler's formula implies that if M has v vertices, then M has at most 3v − 6 + 6g edges and at most 2v − 4 + 4g − k facets, with equality for orientable manifolds where every facet and boundary circle is a triangle. We let n ≤ 6v − 10 + 10g − k denote the total number of facets, edges, and vertices in M.
The 1-skeleton M 1 of a polyhedral manifold M is the graph consisting of its vertices and edges. We define a cut graph G of M as a subgraph of M 1 such that M \ G is homeomorphic to a disk. 2 The disk M \ G is known as a polygonal schema of M. Each edge of G appears twice on the boundary of polygonal schema M\G, and we can obtain M by gluing together these corresponding boundary edges. Finding a cut graph of M with minimum total length is clearly equivalent to to finding a polygonal schema of M with minimum perimeter.
Any 2-manifold has a so-called canonical polygonal schema, whose combinatorial structure depends only on the genus g, the number of boundary components k, and whether the manifold is orientable. The canonical schema of an orientable manifold is a (4g + 3k)-gon with successive edges labeled
for a non-orientable manifold, the canonical schema is a (2g + 3k)-gon with edge labels
Every pair of corresponding edges x andx is oriented in opposite directions. Gluing together corresponding pairs in the indicated directions recovers the original manifold, with the unmatched edges e i forming the boundary circles. For a manifold M without boundary, a reduced polygonal schema is one where all the vertices are glued into a single point in M; canonical schemata of manifolds without boundary are reduced. We emphasize that the polygonal schemata constructed by our algorithms are neither necessarily canonical nor necessarily reduced.
Dey and Schipper [9] describe an algorithm to construct a reduced, but not necessarily canonical, polygonal schema for any triangulated orientable manifold without boundary in O(n) time. Essentially, their algorithm constructs an arbitrary cut graph G by depth-first search, and and then shrinks a spanning tree of G to a single point. (See also Dey and Guha [8] .) Vegter and Yap [34] developed an algorithm to construct a canonical schema in optimal O(gn) time and space. Two simpler algorithms with the same running time were later developed by Lazarus et al. [25] . The "edges" of the polygonal schemata produced by all these algorithms are (possibly overlapping) paths in the 1-skeleton of the input manifold. We will modify one of the algorithm of Lazarus et al. to construct and essential cycles and nearly-minimal cut graphs.
COMPUTING MINIMUM CUT GRAPHS IS NP-HARD
In this section, we prove that finding a minimum cut graph of a triangulated manifold is NP-hard. We consider two extreme cases: boundary but no genus, and genus but no boundary. Both reductions are from the rectilinear Steiner tree problem: Given a set P of n points from a m × m square grid in the plane, find the shortest connected set of horizontal and vertical line segments that contains every point in P . This problem is NP-hard, even if m is bounded by a polynomial in n [17] . Our reduction uses the Hanan grid of the points, which is obtained by drawing horizontal and vertical lines through each point, clipped to the bounding box of the points. At least one rectilinear Steiner tree of the points is a subset of the Hanan grid [20] .
Theorem 3.1. Computing the length of the minimum (weighted or unweighted) cut graph of a triangulated punctured sphere is NP-hard.
Proof: Let P be a set of n points in the plane, with integer coordinates between 1 and m. We construct a punctured sphere in O(n 2 ) time as follows. Assume that P lies on the xy-plane in IR 3 . We modify the Hanan grid of P by replacing each terminal with a square of width 1/2n, rotated 45 degrees so that its vertices lie on the neighboring edges. These squares will form the punctures. We then attach a basin under each face f of the modified Hanan grid, by joining the boundary of f to a slightly scaled copy of f on the plane z = −n 2 . We also attach a basin of depth n 2 +1 to the boundary of the entire modified Hanan grid. The side facets of each basin are trapezoids. The basins are tapered so that adjacent basins intersect only on the modified Hanan grid. Triangulating this surface arbitrarily, we obtain a polyhedral sphere M with n punctures and overall complexity O(n 2 ). See Figure 2 .
Let G * be a minimum weighted cut graph of M. We easily observe that G * contains only "long" edges from the modified Hanan grid and contains at least one vertex of every puncture. Thus, the edges of G * are in one-to-one correspondence with the edge of a rectilinear Steiner tree of P .
For the unweighted case, we modify the original m×m integer grid instead of the Hanan grid. To create a punctured sphere, we replace each terminal point with a small diamond as above. We then fill in each modified grid cell with a triangulation, chosen so that the shortest path between any two points on the boundary of any cell stays on the boundary of that cell; this requires a constant number of triangles per cell. The resulting manifold M has complexity O(m 2 ). By induction, the shortest path between any two points on the modified grid lies entirely on the grid. Thus, any minimal unweighted cut graph of M contains only edges from the modified grid. It follows that if the minimum unweighted cut graph of M has r edges, the length of any rectilinear Steiner tree of P is exactly r.
We can easily generalize the previous proof to manifolds with higher genus, with or without boundary, oriented or not, by attaching small triangulated tori or cross-caps to any subset of punctures. Theorem 3.2. Computing the length of the minimum (weighted or unweighted) cut graph of a triangulated manifold with boundary, with any fixed genus or with any fixed number of boundary components, is NP-hard.
COMPUTING MINIMUM CUT GRAPHS ANYWAY
In this section, we describe an algorithm to compute the minimum cut graph of a polyhedral manifold in n O(g+k) time. For manifolds with constant Euler characteristic, our algorithm runs in polynomial time.
Our algorithm is based on the following characterization of the minimum cut graph as the union of shortest paths. A branch point of a cut graph is any vertex with degree greater than 2. A simple path in a cut graph from one branch point or boundary point to another, with no branch points in its interior, is called a cut path.
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a polyhedral 2-manifold, possibly with boundary, and let G * be a minimum cut graph of M. Any cut path in G * can be decomposed into two equal-length shortest paths in M 1 .
Proof: Let G be an arbitrary cut graph of M, and consider a cut path between two (not necessarily distinct) branch points a and c of G. Let b be the midpoint of this path, and let α and β denote the subpaths of β from b to a and from b to c, respectively. Note that β may lie in the interior of an edge of M 1 . Finally, suppose α is not the shortest path from b to a in M 1 . To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that G is not the shortest cut graph of M.
Let α be the true shortest path from b to a. Clearly, α is not contained in G. Walking along α from b to a, let s be the first vertex whose following edge is not in G, and let t be the first vertex in G whose preceding edge is not in G. (Note that s and t may be joined by a single edge in M \ G.) Finally, let σ ⊂ α be the shortest path from b to s, and let τ ⊂ α be the shortest path from s to t. Thus, τ is the first maximal subpath of α whose interior lies in M \ G. See Figure 3 .
The subpath τ cuts M \ G * into two smaller disks. We claim that some subpath τ of either α or β appears on the boundary of both disks and is longer than τ . Our claim implies that cutting M \ G along τ and regluing the pieces along τ gives us a new polygonal schema with smaller perimeter, and thus a new cut graph shorter than G. See Figure 3 for an example.
We prove our claim by exhaustive case analysis. First consider the case where the manifold M is orientable. We can subdivide the entire boundary of the disk M \ G into six paths labeled consecutively α, β, γ,β,ᾱ, δ. Here,ᾱ andβ are the corresponding copies of α and β in the polygonal schema. Because M is orientable, α andᾱ have opposite orientations, as do β andβ. Either or both of γ and δ could be empty. See the lower left part of Figure 3 . The subpath τ can enter the interior of the disk M \ D from four of these six paths (α, β,ᾱ, andβ) and leave the interior of the disk through any of the six paths.
Suppose τ enters the interior of M \ G from α; the other three cases are symmetric. Figure 4 shows the six essentially different ways for τ to leave the interior of M \ D. In each case, we easily verify that after cutting along τ , some subpath τ of either α or β is on the boundary of both disks. Specifically, if τ leaves through α orᾱ, then τ to be the subpath of α from s to t. If τ leaves through β orβ, then τ is the subpath of β from b to t. If τ leaves through γ, then τ = β. Finally, if τ leaves through δ, then τ is the subset of α from a to s.
If M is non-orientable, the path αβ could appear either with the same orientation or with opposite orientations on the boundary of the disk M\G. If the orientations are opposite, the previous case analysis applies immediately. Otherwise, the boundary can be subdivided into six paths labeled consecutively α, β, γ, α, β, δ. Without loss of generality, τ enters the interior of M \ G from α and leaves through any of these six paths. The six cases are illustrated in Figure 5 . Again, we easily verify that in each case, some subpath τ of either α or β is on the boundary of both disks. We omit further details.
For any cut graph G of a manifold M, we define the corresponding reduced cut graphĜ has follows. We first augment the cut graph by adding all the boundary edges of M. Next, we remove every vertex of degree one and its only edge, making the graph 2-edge-connected. Finally, we replace each maximal path through degree-2 vertices with a single edge, so that each vertex in the reduced cut graphĜ has degree at least 3. Every vertex ofĜ is either a branch point or a boundary point of G, and every edge ofĜ corresponds to either a cut path or a boundary path in G. However, in general, not all branch points and cut paths are represented inĜ.
Proof: Let v and e denote the number of vertices and edges inĜ, respectively. If any vertex inĜ has degree d ≥ 4, we can replace it with d−3 trivalent vertices and d−3 new edges of length zero. Thus, in the worst case, every vertex inĜ has degree exactly 3, which implies that 3v = 2e. SinceĜ is embedded in M with a single face, Euler's formula implies that v − e + 1 = χ = 2 − 2g − k if M is orientable, and v − e + 1 = χ = 2 − g − k if M is non-orientable. It follows that v ≤ 4g + 2k − 2 and e ≤ 6g + 3k − 3, as claimed.
Our minimum cut graph algorithm exploits Lemma 4.1 by composing potential minimum cut graphs out of O(g + k) shortest paths. Unfortunately, a single pair of nodes in M could be joined by 2 Ω(n) shortest paths, in 2 Ω(g+k) different isotopy classes, in the worst case. To avoid this combinatorial explosion, we can add a random infinitesimal weight ε · w(e) to each edge e. The Isolation Lemma of Mulmuley, Vazirani, and Vazirani [26] implies that if the weights w(e) are chosen independently and uniformly from the integer set {1, 2, . . . , n 2 }, all shortest paths are unique with probability at least 1 − 1/n; see also [6, 23] . 3 We are now finally ready to describe our minimum cut graph algorithm. 
Proof:
We begin by computing the shortest path between every pair of vertices in M in O(n 2 log n) by running Dijkstra's single-source shortest path algorithm for each vertex [10, 22] , breaking ties using random infinitesimal weights as described above. Once these shortest paths and midpoints have been computed, our algorithm enumerates by brute force every possible cut graph that satisfies Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, and returns the smallest such graph. Each cut graph is specified by a set V of up to 4g + 2k − 2 vertices of M, a set E of up to 6g + 3k − 3 edges of M, a trivalent multigraphĜ with vertices V , and a assignment of edges in E to edges inĜ. Each edge (v, w) ofĜ is assigned a unique edge e ∈ E to define the corresponding cut path in M. This cut path is the concatenation of the shortest path from v to e, e itself, and the shortest path from e to w. If the midpoint of this cut path is not in the interior of e, we declare the cut path invalid, since it violates Lemma 4.1. (Because shortest paths between vertices are unique, the midpoint of any cut path in the minimal cut graph must lie in the interior of an edge.) If all the cut paths are valid, we then check that every pair of cut paths is disjoint, except possibly at their endpoints, and that removing all the cut paths from M leaves a topological disk.
Our brute-force algorithm considers 
APPROXIMATE MINIMUM CUT GRAPHS
In this section, we describe a simple polynomial-time greedy algorithm to construct an approximate minimum cut graph for any polyhedral manifold M.
To handle manifolds with boundary, it will be convenient to consider the following simplified form. Given a manifold M with genus g and k boundary components, the corresponding punctured manifold (M, P ) consists of a manifold M with the same genus as M but without boundary, and a set P of k points in M, called punctures. To construct M, we contract every boundary component of M to a single point, which becomes one of the punctures in P . 4 If any vertex of M has multiple edges to the same boundary component, M contains only the edge with smallest weight, breaking ties using the Isolation Lemma as above. If M has no boundary, then M = M and P = . This reduction is motivated by the following trivial observation.
Lemma 5.1. The minimum cut graph of M has the same length as the minimum cut graph of M that includes every puncture in P .
A simple cycle γ in M is essential if it does not bound a disk or an annulus. In terms of punctured manifolds, a cycle in M is essential if it does not bound a disk containing less than two punctures in P .
Our approximation algorithm works as follows. We repeatedly cut along a short essential cycle until our surface becomes a collection of punctured spheres, connect the punctures on each component by cutting along a minimum spanning tree, and finally (if necessary) reglue some previously cut edges to obtain a single disk. The resulting cut graph is composed of a subset of the edges of the short essential cycles and all the edges of the minimum spanning forest.
Before we describe our algorithm in more detail, we first describe how to execute each of the cutting operations and how the lengths of each type of cut compare to the minimum cut graph length.
Shortest Essential Cycles
We now describe an algorithm to compute the shortest essential cycle in the 1-skeleton M 1 of a polyhedral 2-manifold M. Although our most efficient approximation algorithm for cut graphs does not use require the shortest essential cycle, we believe this algorithm is of independent interest. Our algorithm uses a combination of Dijkstra's single-source shortest path algorithm [10] and a modification of the canonical polygonal schema algorithm of Lazarus et al. [25] .
The algorithm of Lazarus et al. builds a connected subset S of a triangulated manifold, starting with a single triangle and adding new triangles one at a time on the boundary. If a new triangle intersects the boundary of S in more than one component, the algorithm checks which of the following three cases holds: (1) M \ S is connected; (2) neither component of M\S is a disk; or (3) one component of M\S is a disk. In the first two cases, S contains an essential cycle. In case (1), the check runs in O(n) time; in the other two cases, the running time of the check is proportional to the size of the smaller component of M \ S. In case (3), the algorithm adds the disk component to S and continues searching the other component of M \ S. If we run this algorithm until either case (1) or case (2) holds, the total running time is O(n). See Lazarus et al. [25] for further details.
Lemma 5.2. Let u be a vertex of a polyhedral 2-manifold M. The shortest essential cycle in M 1 that contains u can be computed in O(n log n) time.
Proof: We find the shortest essential cycle through u by simulating a circular wave expanding from u. Whenever the wave touches itself, either we have the shortest essential cycle through u, or one component of the wave bounds a disk in M and we can continue expanding the other component.
We modify the algorithm of Lazarus et al. in three ways. First, S is no longer a set of triangles but a more general connected subset of vertices, edges, and facets of M. Initially, S contains only the source vertex u. Second, we use Dijkstra's algorithm to determine the order for edges to be added. We add a facet to S only when all its vertices have been added to S, either directly or as part of another facet. We run the Lazarus topology check when S is no longer simply connected, that is, when we add a new edge vw with both endpoints on the boundary of S. (In the unweighted case, our algorithm behaves similarly to the 'wave traversal' algorithm of Axen and Edelsbrunner [1] .) Our third change is that if M\S is disconnected, we continue only if one component of M\S is a disk or an annulus. In that case, we add the disk or annulus component of M \ S to S, discard the vertices of that component from the Dijkstra priority queue, and continue searching in the other component. Otherwise, we have found the shortest essential cycle through u, consisting of the shortest path from u to v, the edge vw, and the shortest path from w to u.
Altogether, Dijkstra's algorithm requires O(n log n) time. By our earlier discussion, the total time spent modifying the wave set S is only O(n). Thus, the total running time of our algorithm is O(n log n).
Running this algorithm once for every vertex of M gives us the following: Corollary 5.3. Let M be an polyhedral 2-manifold. The shortest essential cycle in M 1 can be computed in O(n 2 log n) time.
The following lemma relates the length of the shortest essential cycle to the length of the minimum cut graph.
Lemma 5.4. Let G be any cut graph of a 2-manifold M with genus g and no boundary. The shortest cycle in G contains O((log g)/g) of the total length of G.
Proof: First consider the reduced cut graphĜ, constructed by repeatedly contracting any edge with a vertex of degree less than three, as in Section 4. Every vertex inĜ has degree at least 3. Without loss of generality, assume that every vertex inĜ has degree exactly 3, splitting each high-degree vertex into a tree of degree-3 vertices if necessary, as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. A straightforward counting argument implies that any trivalent graph whose girth (minimum cycle length) is c must have at least 3 √ 2 · 2 c/2 − 2 vertices if c is odd, and at least 2 · 2 c/2 − 2 vertices if c is even [4] . By Lemma 4.2,Ĝ has at most 4g − 2 vertices, soĜ must have a cycleγ with most 2(lg g + 1) = O(log g) edges.
Starting withĜ 0 =Ĝ, we inductively define a sequence of reduced graphsĜ 1 ,Ĝ 2 , . . . as follows. For each i > 0, letγ i denote the shortest cycle inĜ i−1 . We obtainĜ i by reducing the graphĜ i−1 \γ i , or equivalently, removing the vertices ofγ i and all their edges, and then contracting |γ i | nearby length-2 paths to single edges. Our earlier argument implies that each cycleγ i has at most 2(lg g + 1) edges. Thus, for each i, we have |E(Ĝ i )| = |E(Ĝ i−1 )| − 6(lg g + 1). Since the original reduced cut graphĜ contains at least g edges, it follows that we can repeat this process at least g/6(lg g + 1) times.
Let γ i denote the cycle in the original cut graph G corresponding toĜ i . By our construction, γ i and γ j are disjoint for all i = j, so we have a set of at least g/6(lg g + 1) disjoint cycles in G. At least one of these cycles has length at most 6(lg g + 1)/g = O((log g)/g) times the total length of G.
Corollary 5.5. For any 2-manifold M with genus g and no boundary, the length of the shortest essential cycle is at most O((log g)/g) times the length of the minimum cut graph.
Nearly-Shortest Essential Cycles
As we will argue shortly, computing short essential cycles is the bottleneck in our approximate cut graph algorithm. Fortunately, exact minimum essential cycles are not necessary. We can speed up our cut graph algorithm, without significantly increasing the approximation factor, by searching for an essential cycle at most twice as long as the shortest.
Our approximation algorithm works as follows. First, we compute a set of shortest paths (in fact, a cut graph) that intersects every essential cycle in the manifold M. Then we contract each shortest path π in this set to a point, and find the shortest essential cycle through that point, as described by Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 5.6. Let π be a shortest path between two vertices in a polyhedral 2-manifold M, and let γ * be the shortest essential cycle in M 1 that intersects π. In O(n log n) time, one can compute an essential cycle γ in M such that |γ| ≤ 2|γ * |.
Proof: Let M be the manifold obtained by contracting the shortest path π to a single vertex v. Because π has no cycles, M has the same topological type as M. Let γ be the shortest essential cycle in M that passes through v. Clearly, |γ | ≤ |γ * |.
We construct a cycle γ in M by concatenating two paths α and β, where α contains the edges of γ and β is the subpath of π between the endpoints of α. The sequence of edge contractions that transforms M to M also transforms γ to γ. Hence, γ is an essential cycle of M. Because β is a subpath of a shortest path, β is actually the shortest path between the endpoints of α, so |β| ≤ |α| = |γ |. It follows that |γ| = |α| + |β| ≤ 2|γ | ≤ 2|γ * |.
This lemma suggests a natural algorithm for finding a short essential cycle: Compute a set of shortest paths that intersect every essential cycle, and then run the algorithm from Lemma 5.6 for each path in this set.
Lemma 5.7. In O(gn log n) time, one can compute a set Π of O(g) shortest paths on M 1 such that every essential cycle in M 1 intersects at least one path in Π.
Proof: We use another variant of the algorithm of Lazarus et al. [25] , replacing the simple breadth-first search with Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. The cut graph G computed by our algorithm consists of a shortest-path tree T from the starting vertex v, plus an additional set E of O(g) edges.
Let Π be the set of O(g) shortest paths from v to the endpoints of E , and let G = Π ∪ E . We easily observe that G is also a cut graph; that is, M \ G is a topological disk. Thus, every essential cycle in M intersects G . Since every vertex of G is also a vertex of Π, every essential cycle intersects at least one path in Π.
Corollary 5.8. Let M be a polyhedral 2-manifold with genus g and no boundary, and let γ * be its shortest essential cycle. In O(gn log n) time, one can compute an essential cycle γ of M such that |γ| ≤ 2|γ * |.
Puncture-Spanning Trees
A second component of our cut graph algorithm is computing the minimum puncture-spanning tree of a punctured manifold (M, P ): the minimum spanning tree of the punctures P in the shortest-path metric of M 1 .
Lemma 5.9. The minimum puncture-spanning tree of any punctured polyhedral 2-manifold (M, P ) can be computed in O(n log n) time.
Proof: We simulate Prim's minimum spanning tree algorithm by adding shortest puncture-to-puncture paths one at a time in increasing order of length [31] . To compute the shortest paths, we simultaneously propagate wavefronts from all k punctures using Dijkstra's algorithm. Whenever two wavefronts (i.e., two growing shortest-path trees) collide, we add a new edge to the evolving minimum spanning tree and merge those two wavefronts. To implement this algorithm efficiently, we maintain the wavefronts in a union-find data structure. The resulting running time is O(n log n).
Lemma 5.10. The length of the minimum puncture-spanning tree of any punctured manifold (M, P ) is at most twice the length of any cut graph of (M, P ).
Proof:
The minimum Steiner tree of P is the subgraph of M 1 of minimum total weight that includes every point in P . Since any cut graph of (M, P ) must touch every puncture, no cut graph is shorter than this minimum Steiner tree. On the other hand, the minimum spanning tree of P has at most twice the length of the minimum Steiner tree [24, 31] .
Greedy Algorithm Analysis
We now have all the components of our greedy cut graph algorithm. At any stage of the algorithm, we have a (possibly disconnected) punctured manifold (M, P ). Our algorithm repeatedly cuts along a short essential cycle of M, using the algorithm of Corollary 5.8. This cut creates one or two new boundary circles, which we collapse to new punctures. When the manifold is reduced to a collection of punctured spheres, we cut along the minimum puncture-spanning tree of each component using the algorithm in Lemma 5.9. Finally, we reglue some cut edges to obtain a single topological disk.
Each essential cycle cut is either a separating cut, which breaks a component of M into two smaller components, each with non-trivial topology, or a reducing cut, which decreases the genus of some component of M by 1. The algorithm performs at most g−1 separating cuts and exactly g reducing cuts. Thus, the overall running time of our algorithm is
It remains only to analyze how well our greedy cut graph approximates the true minimum cut graph G * . For any graph X, let |X| denote its total length. We split the algorithm into phases numbered from g down to 1. In the ith phase, we cut along the shortest essential cycle in every component of the manifold whose genus is exactly i. Some phases may include no cuts. Let (M i , P i ) denote the punctured manifold at the beginning of the ith phase, and let G * i denote the union of the minimum cut graphs of its components. Since collapsing edges cannot increase the minimum cut graph length, we have |G * i | ≤ |G * g | = |G * | for all i.
Let M ij denote the jth component of M i with genus i; let G * ij denote its minimum cut graph; let γ ij denote the short essential cycle found by Corollary 5.8. (We easily observe that any cut graph of M ij must intersect this cycle.) Lemma 5.4 and Corollary 5.8 imply that |γ ij | ≤ O((log i)/i) · |G * ij | for all i and j. Thus, we can bound the total length of all cuts in phase i as follows. Similarly, Lemma 5.10 implies that the minimum puncturespanning forest has length at most 2|G * |. Finally, regluing previously cut edges to obtain a single disk only reduces the length of the final cut graph. Thus, the final cut graph computed by our algorithm has length at most O(log 2 g) · |G * |.
Theorem 5.11. Given a polyhedral 2-manifold M with genus g and k boundary components, an O(log 2 g)-approximation of its minimum cut graph can be constructed in O(g 2 n log n) time.
OPEN PROBLEMS
We have developed new algorithms to compute exact and approximate minimal cut graphs for manifold surfaces with arbitrary genus and arbitrary boundary complexity. Our approximation algorithm is particularly simple. We plan to implement this algorithm and present experimental results in a future version of this the paper.
Our results suggest several open problems, the most obvious of which is to improve the running times and approximation factors of our algorithms. Is the minimum cut graph problem fixed-parameter tractable [11] ? That is, can we compute exact minimum cut graphs in time f (g, k) · n O(1) for some function f ? The similarity to the Steiner problem offers some hope here, since the minimum Steiner tree of k nodes in an n-node graph can be computed in O(3 k n+2 k n 2 +n 3 ) time [12, 19] . How well can we approximate the minimum cut graph in nearly-linear time? More generally, is there a simple, practical, O(1)-approximation algorithm, like the MST approximation of Steiner trees? Unfortunately, the general Steiner tree problem is MAXSNPhard [3] , so an efficient (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for arbitrary ε > 0 seems unlikely.
The approximation algorithm of Theorem 5.11 is somewhat indirect. It computes a short cut graph by repeatedly computing a 'reasonable' cut graph and then extracting a short essential cycle that interacts with this cut graph. It is natural to conjecture that one can compute such a short cut graph directly, resulting in a faster algorithm. In particular, we conjecture that an approximately minimum cut graph can be computed in O(gn log n) time.
Finally, can our ideas be applied to other useful families of curves on manifolds, such as homology generators (families of 2g cycles that intersect in g pairs) and pants decompositions (maximal sets of pairwise disjoint essential cycles [32] )?
